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[13:57]
Dave: good morning from SC
[13:59] Doug_Barton: Same from soggy southern california :)
[14:00] Suzanne_Woo: and relatively‐balmy eastern MA
[14:00] Nick_Ashton: Good afternoon all
[14:00]
Dave: is anyone picking up audio yet
[14:00] Suzanne_Woo: nice music :)
[14:01]
Dave: ah there we go
[14:01]
Dave: i need led zeppelin or heavy metal in the morning
[14:02] Doug_Barton: I wish they'd do the chat with jabber so the people in the room could more easily
join in
[14:03] Nick_Ashton: Doug, I don't know if you are aware of this or not, but the chat is actually using IRC
[14:03] Doug_Barton: ... and that this meeting were not scheduled opposite the gac/ccnso meeting
[14:03] Doug_Barton: ..... and a pony while you're at it :)
[14:04] Doug_Barton: Nick are you referring to _this_ chat? And if so, is there another way to access it?
[14:05] Doug_Barton: One of the really nice things about IETF remote participation is that in a jabber
chat room it's easy for the non‐remote participants to join in without consuming all the b/w that this
adobe thing does
[14:07] Nick_Ashton: so if you have an IRC client, you can connect to the IRC server directly
[14:07] Nick_Ashton: AND, there is a web interface tothe IRC room, on the agenda for this and every
open meeting
[14:07] wseltzer: chat.icann.org, channels named after the rooms
[14:07] Nick_Ashton: so those on low bandwidth connections do not have to load up AC
[14:08]
tlr: ... and those with small screens don't need to clutter them with it
[14:09] Doug_Barton: *wave*
[14:09] Doug_Barton: Interesting, thanks Nick

[14:10] Doug_Barton: Is the information on how to connect with an irc client published?
[14:10] Suzanne_Woo: are you guys getting this meeting on the audio stream?
[14:10]
Dave: the link on the ssac page has audio with Cheryl langdon orr?
[14:10] wseltzer: gaaah!
[14:11] Doug_Barton: Suz, re‐click the URL, I just got a different result
[14:11] Doug_Barton: (insert joke about insanity here)
[14:12] Jim_Galvin: I've had "crossed audio" a few times the past 2 days. As Doug says, re‐clicking
always seem to fix it.
[14:12] Suzanne_Woo: got it
[14:13] guest12: nothing but muzak here
[14:13]
Dave: ditto
[14:13] Jim_Galvin: I suggest re‐clicking.
[14:14] guest12: have done
[14:14] Suzanne_Woo: yeah, music still
[14:14]
Dave: julie says audio is on regular ssac line i'll try that
[14:16] Jim_Galvin: The phone can hear itself but no Nairobi.
[14:16]
Dave: 1 sec
[14:17] DougBartonI: And they let us run the Internet?
[14:18]
Dave: well, they don't, that might be the problem
[14:21] * DougBartonIRC listening to GAC meeting (which has no slides) and watching the slides in this
room ...
[14:31] Dave_Piscit: cannot hear crocker
[14:31] Nick_Ashton: weird, will report now
[14:32] Ram_Mohan: "Have you been following the IDNA Work, it seems to overlap very strongly"
[14:35] Nick_Ashton: sorry about the streaming audio folks, it is gettting sorted
[14:36] Ram_Mohan: "statement about another WG around service requirements, and has to do with
transport of Whois data"
[14:37] Ram_Mohan: "one can constrain the other, how are you going to tie these together"
[14:39] Nick_Ashton: Dear all, the audio stream is now up
[14:39] Dave_Piscit: ram, that's something we have identified as an issue, and we don't have a definitive
solution yet
[14:39] Dave_Piscit: try to connect again
[14:40] Doug_Barton: ok, sound now, with some static
[14:41] Doug_Barton: 16 bit version is actually less staticy, although seems to be lagging
[14:41] Nick_Ashton: working on the quality now
[14:42] Dave_Piscit: agree with doug
[14:42] Nick_Ashton: 64K is now very clear ‐ for me at least
[14:43] Doug_Barton: yes, same here
[14:43] Doug_Barton: thanks for handling this, I know it's un‐fun
[14:45] Doug_Barton: ok, serious question now, does anyone know what the actual change to the root
zone file will be for the 4 IDN ccTLDs in phase 3?
[14:47]
Dave: by "actual" do you mean size? the specific RRset?

[14:48] Doug_Barton: Well, rrset probably, in other words, will it be a parallel delegation? DNAME in
the child zone? Other?
[14:48]
Dave: i don't offhand but i imagine Tina Dam can point you to the implementation plan
[14:48]
Dave: or one of the IANA staff
[14:49] Doug_Barton: Ok, I'll bug tina and barbara
[14:49]
Dave: i suggest you go thru Tina 1st
[14:50] Doug_Barton: Ok, thanks
[15:22] Nick_Ashton: Was a pleasure to listen in
[15:23] Nick_Ashton: I never get to atttend SSAC meetings, and I always miss the opportunity!
[15:23] Doug_Barton: Nice to see y'all :)

